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I. ASSOCIATE MEMBER’S HANDBOOK 

A. Welcome to London Advance Motorcyclists 

The Chairman’s Welcome 

 

 

Welcome to London Advanced Motorcyclists and to the start of many opportunities to 

develop and practise your advanced riding skills. 

LAM has a long tradition of providing riders with the opportunities to develop their riding 

skills and currently we offer you; 

 Group Meeting Observed Rides (ORs) at our twice monthly meets at Tatsfield and 

Bromley 

 Local network of Observers in some areas for more regular support and practice 

 Independent 1 to 1 ORs if you contact any of the Observers listed in Progress 

 Monthly Associates Practice rides 

 Numerous social rides and other social events 

 Training weekends in Norfolk, Wales and Kent 

 Machine Control Days (slow riding and other skills) 

 

and various other events listed in the Group’s magazine Progress, the Forum or on the LAM 

website. 

All the above opportunities, plus the information contained in this handbook, will provide 

you with the tools you’ll need to ‘advance’ your riding skills, but there’s one key ingredient 

that is vital and solely under your control - You.  You need to take advantage of the 

opportunities we offer and then to practice between ORs the skills that you have learnt. 

I trust that over the next few months you will find the information in this handbook useful 

and that it complements the comments and guidance given to you during your post OR 

debriefs.  

Ride safe and I look forward to seeing you at a Group Meeting or one of the social evenings 

or rides. 

 

Chairman, LAM 
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Notes 
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B. The Institute of Advanced Motorists 

1. What and who are the IAM? 

As a charity the Institute of Advanced Motorists (the IAM) supports the raising 

of driving and riding standards and campaigns for increased on-road skills. We 

support and represent motorists, motorcyclists and are developing programmes 

for cyclists too. We offer practical driving and riding programmes and urge all 

road users to act more responsibly and safely. 

2. Our aims and objectives  

The aims and objectives of the Institute of Advanced Motorists are very simple: 

 To improve the standards of driving (and riding) on the roads 

 The promotion of road safety 

 The administration of a nationally recognised advanced test  

We try to match these aims and objectives by working in the following ways: 

a) We are a totally independent organisation (as a registered 

charity) 

The IAM is not ‘owned’ or financially dependent on any commercial 

organisations that might have a vested interest in a narrow aspect of road safety. 

Financial support is provided by our 100,000+ strong UK (and beyond) 

membership. These members, having passed our advanced driving or riding test, 

contribute a small annual membership fee. This allows us to be fully independent 

in both our thinking and our work. The support we have from our members, who 

take an active interest in their own driving and riding standards, provides us with 

invaluable insight and a vast resource of practical knowledge related to road 

safety. 

b) We can offer a more diverse approach to road safety because we 

are not a ‘single issue’ body 

Our staff have a comprehensive background in road safety, strengthened by the 

in-depth knowledge of our Trustees which covers the emergency services and 

other additional areas vital to road safety. The IAM is widely respected 

throughout the road safety industry due to our expertise and experience. As such, 

we are regularly asked to consult and advise all the major players, including the 

Government, on all aspects of road safety. 

  

http://www.iam.org.uk/the_iam/whatandwhoweare.html
http://www.iam.org.uk/the_iam/ouraimsandobjectives.html
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c) The IAM's Advanced Driving Test is recognised and quality 

assured by the Driving and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) 

The IAM’s Advanced Driving Test was first developed in 1956 (and the 

Advanced Riding Test in 1976). Since then the test has been developed and 

refined to reflect the ever-changing face of the UK’s roads. With over 200 local 

IAM affiliated groups throughout the UK (all charitable organisations in their 

own right) the support for people wanting to prepare for and pass the IAM's 

advanced test is unparalleled throughout the UK. The support of these groups 

means that the advanced test is available and achievable for ANYONE who has 

an interest in improving their driving or riding skills. 

The DVSA quality assure the IAM's Advanced Driving and Riding test through 

the assessment of Staff Examiners. 

3. How do I go about taking the IAM Advanced Test? 

The Test uses the principles of advanced riding, pioneered and applied with great 

success by the Metropolitan Police, and are accredited by the Driving and 

Vehicle Standards Agency (DSA). All tests are taken by IAM Examiners who 

hold a Police Advanced Driving Certificate and have extensive experience 

working with Police Services throughout the UK. 

The tests are not exclusively about safety, but to encourage the driver or rider to 

feel more confident on the road and to get greater enjoyment from the 

experience. 

Put quite simply, at the IAM we offer the opportunity for bikers to improve their 

riding standards, helping to make them safer on the roads. We’ve even recently 

introduced a separate new training programme for scooter riders and 

motorcyclists on sub-125cc bikes. 

Thousands of motorcyclists take our advanced riding programme (Skill for Life) 

every year. 

One of the fantastic benefits of an enthusiastic and highly motivated volunteer 

network is that, in most instances, the IAM local group volunteer observer will 

be happy to provide more observed runs if needed, at no extra cost to the 

purchase price of Skill for Life, although there may be an additional contribution 

requested for fuel for your IAM Motorcycle observer. 
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4. How do I join the IAM? 

You would join through the IAM’s ‘Skill for Life’ Advanced Motorcycling 

package which includes the following: 

 An initial assessment with an IAM Observer from an IAM group  

 As many rides as required to get you to 'test ready' standard 

(typically 6 to 8 rides with an IAM Observer) 

 The definitive guide to advanced riding techniques:  'How to be a 

better rider' 

 Membership of your local IAM bike group, with invitations to 

group events* 

 Full preparation for your Advanced Riding Test 

 Your Advanced Riding Test undertaken with a qualified examiner 

 An IAM Advanced Riding Certificate on passing the test 

 12-month membership of the national IAM  

*When you join the IAM through the Skills for Life process you also become 

and Associate member of London Advanced Motorcyclists (LAM), your local 

group.  

When you pass the IAM's Advanced Motorcycling Test you will be 

recommended for Full Membership of the IAM and you will also qualify as a full 

member of LAM. 

5. Contact details 

The contact and address details for the IAM are: 

 

The Institute of Advanced Motorists 

IAM House 

510 Chiswick High Road 

London 

W4 5RG 

 

Phone: 0845 126 8600 

Email: enquiries@iam.org.uk 

Web:  www.iam.org.uk 
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C. London Advanced Motorcyclists 

1. History 

London Advance Motorcyclists (LAM) was founded in 1985 and was previously 

a sub-group of the South of London Car Group.  LAM Became a Registered 

Charity (Number 1063585) in 1997. LAM's Honorary President is John Surtees 

(ex-Formula 1 World Champion both in cars and on bikes). It is affiliated to the 

Institute of Advance Motorists (the IAM) and aligns itself with the broad aims 

and objectives of the IAM. 

The current committee of LAM and their contact details are given at the back of 

each copy of Progress, LAM's regular newsletter. 

LAM is IAM Group number 2179.  

2. Membership of London Advance Motorcyclists 

The first step to becoming a member of LAM is to take a Free  Assessment Ride 

at one of our Group Meetings. Should you then want to continue towards taking 

the IAM Test you would join LAM as an Associate member through the IAM’s 

Skills for Life programme. 

The Skills for Life package currently costs £139 and includes: 

 A copy of the IAM's Advanced Motorcycling Manual – How to be 

a better rider. 

 The IAM Advanced Test fee 

 Associate membership of LAM for one year 

 Your first year’s Associate Membership of the IAM  

 LAM’s training and support as you prepare for the IAM Test. 

 LAM’s new Associate pack including this handbook 

To be an Associate member of LAM you must abide by the rules (both LAM's 

and the IAM's) governing Associates. In particular, you must train for and take 

the IAM Test in a reasonable time scale, typically within 12 months. 

You will be expected to practice and improve your skills until you have taken 

and passed your Test and you will then be recommended for Full membership of 

the IAM. 

To be a Full Member of LAM you must be a current member of the IAM and 

have passed the Advanced Motorcycle Test.  

Both IAM and LAM memberships will need to be renewed annually, separate 

fees are payable to IAM and to LAM. 
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3. What LAM offers you 

In addition to training, LAM has many more things to offer in a lively, social 

biking club. For many people, membership of the group also gives them the 

opportunity to put something back into the group. 

a) A really good value way to save your life 

LAM is a Charity, affiliated to the IAM. We are dedicated to improving road 

safety for bikers and training them to achieve their IAM Advanced Motorcycling 

Test. As a charity we are run entirely by our volunteer Committee, Observers and 

members. This means that potentially ‘life saving’ training is almost free of 

charge.  

b) Our Membership 

We have a growing membership of around 300+ members coming from all walks 

of life but all share a common passion for the joys of motorcycling. Most of our 

members live in the South London area within the M25 but we are drawing 

members from all around the south east. 

c) Communicating 

Our members have several ways to communicate with each other. Firstly we 

have a group magazine - Progress - published regularly and distributed to all our 

members and Associates. There are group forums, social media and lively email 

correspondence. And of course we have meetings for our members, teams, 

groups, initiatives and projects as well as growing links with other groups. 

d) Training for your Test 

We offer numerous opportunities to improve your skills across many different 

types of riding. Each year we give free initial Assessment rides to around 100 

riders and undertake some 1200 Observed Rides. 

In addition to Group Meeting training events twice every month and local one to 

one OR’s, every year we have training weekends in Kent, Wales and Norfolk. 

We have several Machine Control Days at which you can practice machine 

handling and slow speed control.  

The most important aspect of your training however, is down to you. You must 

practice your skills. So there are regular opportunities for people to get together 

and practice – group social rides and ‘Associate only’ rides. 

We have a First Aid course – which is now ‘recommended’ for all members and 

Observers. 
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e) The Social Side 

We have a very strong social side to the group, which includes social evenings 

every month and evening rides in the summer, a Christmas party,  and other  fun 

events. See the Progress newsletter for upcoming events. 

f) Biking Events 

Most of our events combine a strong social emphasis with riding and ongoing 

training. We have numerous such events, trips and holidays that individuals 

organise. We have groups attending track-based training schools, and a 5 day 

Nurburgring trip for Full Members. We attend "Skills Days" at local tracks'. You 

can learn how to look after your bike at Dave's Workshop. See Progress for 

details. 

g) Training beyond the Test 

We aim to help to improve everyone’s riding through all stages of their riding 

career. There are graded ‘Ride outs’ for more experienced riders to ride together, 

Observed rides for Full Members and we can train you for the IAM First or 

Masters awards. Our Group Riding skills courses, including Group Leader and 

Tail-Ender skills - all with a LAM certificate of attendance - are very important if 

you want to really enjoy our social rides safely. 

You could consider taking Observer Training and becoming an IMI Awards 

qualified Local Observer, and possibly progress to training to become a National 

Observer. For many people this represents an opportunity to make a contribution 

and put something back into the group. 

4. What LAM expects of you: 

 Commitment and Practice: turn up regularly to events; record your 

progress; and practice in between 

 Study and Reading:  How to be a better rider; and the Highway 

Code 

 Membership subscriptions to be paid promptly to retain your 

membership of LAM and the IAM 

 A contribution to Observer’s petrol costs to be offered by 

Associates to help cover the costs incurred by Observers, who are 

all volunteers 
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D. Accident Statistics 

Source: IAM Motorcycling facts 

Riders and pillions 

account for 

21% of Killed and 

Seriously Injured (KSI) 

statistics 

but only 

1% 

of road traffic 

 

In the seven years 

between 2006 and 2012, 

around 120,000 motorcyclists  

were killed or injured 

on Britain’s roads 

 

Motorcycling can be the 

riskiest way to travel. 

For every kilometre travelled, 

a motorcyclist is 

fifty times 

more likely to become a 

casualty than a car driver. 
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II. THE LAM TRAINING PLAN 

LAM has developed this Personal Training Plan to guide you through the steps 

you will be taking as you train towards your Advanced Motorcycle Test. For help 

and advice on your progress please ask any Local or National Observer. Current 

details appear in Progress. 

It will be useful to refer back to this training plan as a record of your 

development, and you may be able to share it with other Associates to help them 

in their training – particularly if you go on to become an Observer. 

A. Objectives for the LAM Training Plan 

This training plan has the following objectives, both for you and for LAM: 

 It gives you a plan, a route and progress report to guide you 

through your training 

 It will chart your progress, in one document from initial 

Assessment ride, through Associate membership and on through to 

Full membership and beyond 

 It is an individual development plan and record of your advanced 

riding training  

 It will enable you to take a real sense of ownership and pride in 

your achievement 

 It will encourage and record your practice  

 It will signpost further and ongoing development for you 

 It will give clear references to How to be a Better Rider for you to 

study  

 It will focus the Observer’s feedback on The System 

 It will enable LAM to dedicate its volunteer resources to the people 

who will most benefit and who have shown the most commitment 

 It will enable LAM to monitor and improve our performance 

 

Make sure you bring this Training Plan with you to all LAM training events 
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B. First Contact with LAM: The Assessment Ride 

You may have found us through the IAM, through recommendation, through our 

web site or like many people through initiatives with our partner organisations 

such as BikeSafe. Perhaps you were given ‘Skills for Life’ as a gift.  

However you came to LAM – welcome! We hope your time with us will be 

hugely enjoyable; it will certainly help to improve your riding, and just might 

save your life or prevent injury! 

Your first contact with LAM will be through an Assessment Ride. When you 

arrived at the venue you would have been greeted by an Observer and given an 

introduction to LAM. This is followed by a check of your documentation, your 

bike and the kit you are wearing. You will  also be  asked to carry out an eyesight 

check. All of these things are important. They will be checked when you turn up 

for your IAM test so it is vital that you know what will be required of you, right 

from the start. The Observer will begin to complete the Assessment Ride Report. 

If any items are missing please attend to these before the first Observed Ride. 

At the introduction to LAM we will  explain how we can help to improve your 

riding, by offering feedback, advice and guidance. After the introduction you will 

be taken out for the Assessment Ride. This is an opportunity for the Observer to 

follow you and also to give a Demonstration Ride. The Observer would also have 

explained to you the basic principles of advanced motorcycle riding. 

After the ride you will receive an individual de-brief, and an Assessment Ride 

Report would have been completed. The IAM "How to be a better rider"  

handbook to better motorcycling, ‘the System of Motorcycle control’ and the 

‘Four Ss’ would then have been introduced.  

An emphasis will have been put on the two-way commitment. We ask is that you 

do your bit and practise in between Observed rides -we suggest 100+ miles in 

between ORs on B and rural roads. Observers give their time for free so it is 

suggested that you offer a contribution (current maximum of £10.00 per OR) to 

cover their expenses.  

If you do the practise then we expect you will be ready to take the Test within 6-

8 OR’s  

This member’s handbook is your Personal Training Plan and contains your 

Training Record. You should bring it with you to every subsequent Observed 

Ride, Group Meeting and LAM training event you attend.   
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C. The LAM Training Contract 

This contract will help LAM to assess your development, and help you to be 

clear about your commitment. 

What experience do you have of motorcycling? 

 

 

What training have you had before joining LAM? 

 

 

How would you describe your riding skills? 

 

 

What do you use your bike for? 

 

 

How did you hear about LAM and advanced training? 

 

 

Why do you want to become an advanced rider? 

 

 

What is your annual mileage? 

I will attend ________ Group Meetings 

I will consider doing 1 to 1’s : Yes / No 

I will attend _____ Machine Control Days 

I will do ________ practice miles between ORs 

I will take the IAM Advanced M/C Test by _________________ 

Signed Associate: Date: 

Signed Observer: Date: 
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D. The Training Process: A Summary 

Use this page to record your progress as you complete each stage in your training 

towards your Test. 

Stage Guidance Date achieved 

Assessment Ride and 

Introduction  

You will have a free Assessment ride when suggestions to 

further improve your riding may be given 

Membership of LAM and IAM will be explained 

Training for the Advanced Motorcycle Test explained 

 

Skill for Life 
Skill for Life Application completed and fee paid 

LAM Associate Membership status achieved 

 

Completion of LAM 

Training Contract 

Decide how and when you plan to train, practice and pass 

the IAM Advanced Motorcycle Test 

 

First Group meeting 

and Observed Ride 

First Group meeting OR completed 

Complete OR Training Record 

 

Practice 
Practice the skills your Observer has suggested 

Maintain a record of your practice 

 

Subsequent 

Observed Rides and 

Practice Sessions 

Attend Group meeting and other training and social events 

Complete up to 6 OR and practice cycles and complete the 

OR Training Record forms 

 

Consider joining a 

local observer 

As you begin to develop your skills, you may need some 

mentoring and specific practice 

Team up with a local National  and/or Full Observer 

 

Training Review 
After 6 ORs we will review your progress and if necessary 

agree an amended Action Plan 

 

Score of 85+ 

Once you are achieving consistent high 80s to 90 you 

should be considering arranging a Check Test with an 

Observer and booking your IAM test 

 

IAM Test booked Test date agreed. Final preparation and practice  

IAM Test Attend and undertake the IAM Test   

Test Pass Full membership of LAM, Membership of the IAM  

After the test Decide how you will continue to develop your skills  
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E. The OR: Guidance 

1. What is an Observed Ride (OR)? 

ORs are the basis for developing your riding skills. An Observer will ride with 

you, typically in small groups of 2 other Associates. The Observer will follow 

one rider, looking to assess the level of skills in all areas of the ride and to give 

feedback using the System of Motorcycle Control.  

2. Group Meeting ORs 

Our main training events are Group Meetings and there are two every month. 

First Sunday of every month Third Saturday of every month 

Opens 9.00 for 10.00 till 13.00 Opens 9.00 for 10.00 till 12.00 

Banstead Youth Centre 

The Horseshoe 

Banstead 

SM7 2BQ 

Tatsfield Village Hall 

Westmoor Green 

Tatsfield 

TN16 2AG  

You will be allocated to one of our Observers, from those that are able to attend 

that session. This has the advantage that you will meet more of LAM’s members 

and benefit from the wide range of skills and experience of all Observers. 

Please ensure you arrive no later than 9.30 am to sign in, to allow us time to 

review your progress and to allocate you to an Observer to get you out on the 

road for 10.00 am. 

Further ORs can be organised at other times in addition to Group Meetings. 

Speak to an Observer for guidance. 

Between OR’s you will be expected to practice your skills and record your 

practice in this Training Record. 

Some LAM Observers also work on a one to one basis to mentor and support 

Associates, and is particularly useful if you are unable to attend our Group 

meetings or you feel you would benefit from more local contact. 
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3. A General Briefing 

a) Health and Safety 

Safety for you, for the Observer and for other road users is the first priority and 

you and your Observer will want to ensure safety in the following areas: 

 Safe bike 

 Safe person / clothing 

 Safe riding 

b) Obligations and Responsibility 

There are obvious issues involved in using the road.  

You are responsible for your part in the Observed Ride and the following 

summarises your responsibilities: 

 Sacrifice everything for safety - Safety first; for you and for other 

road users 

 All Observed Rides will be carried out within the rules of the road 

 You are responsible for your own actions 

 Your bike is your responsibility. If the Observer has any doubt that 

it is not safe and legal they may decide to abort the ride and explain 

why 

 Your driving license is your responsibility. If you break the law 

then it is your responsibility 

4. The Observer’s Role 

The Observer’s first priority will be to improve the rider’s safety, then to make 

the ride more systematic, based on the techniques in "How to be a better rider". 

The Observer will watch each rider and will assess their levels of skill and will 

offer suggestions and feedback on specific aspects of the ride. Radios may be 

used by the observer to communicate directions, give commentary and offer 

guidance on the move.  

The Observers will identify a rider’s particular skills and training needs, discuss 

aspects of the required standard and will show how to put them together during a 

Demonstration Ride. 

The Observers will: 

 Review and assess progress and training to date 

 Observe your ride to assess current skills 

 Give feedback and suggest areas for further improvement 

 Demonstrate skills and techniques and a ‘test standard’ ride 
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5. The Observer’s Positioning 

The Observer will not normally be behind you in the position you expect to see 

them. This is because the Observer needs a safe ‘escape route’ whilst retaining 

their vision of the road ahead and remaining close enough to the lead Associate 

to observe their riding. 

When riding with you and other Associates, the Observer will typically ride 

behind one bike and in front of another, i.e. the Observer will be second in the 

group. This will enable him/her to observe the lead bike, but also retain contact 

with the following rider. 

6. Directions and the Route 

The ability to remember a route is not part of the skill-set that an Associate 

needs. The Observer will explain the route but will arrange appropriate signals to 

guide you along the preferred OR route. These will typically be by the use of 

indicators or hand signals. Bike to bike radios may be used. 

There are other signals for particular circumstances, such as: Turn left, turn 

Right, Slow down, Stop, Come past me, Follow me, Straight on, Turn around etc. 

These will be explained to you. See the section on Riding in Groups for more 

information. 

7. The Debrief 

Before and after every OR you should make time for a conversation with your 

Observer. Before the ride the Observer will want to review your progress and 

assess the current training need before deciding upon the OR route.  

After the OR the Observer will spend time in a Debrief, discussing the ride and 

helping you to learn from it. This will be centred on the OR Record and will 

include discussion of: 

 Particular incidents  

 Application of the System 

 Tips and techniques 

 Analysing the core competencies  

 Your overall percentage score for the OR  

 3 key skills to practice 

 Your progress and plan towards achieving your Test 
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F. Scoring Guide 

a) OR Total Scores  

The final score for the whole OR will be given in the range from 50% to 90+%  

50+ DOT pass 

This rider will probably have just passed their ‘bike test’. 

They are likely to be unfamiliar with their machine and 

generally inexperienced. 

60+ 

Safe Ride 

Basic observation and 

positioning 

Understanding of 

Traffic Laws 

Most new Associates! This rider has probably been riding 

for a while – or just returned to biking.  

They are likely to be comfortable with their machine but 

are likely to have developed bad habits, the most frequent 

being excessive speed and general laziness in riding. 

70+ 

Better forward vision 

Starting to link multiple 

hazards 

This is the developing stage were the Associate becomes 

familiar with HTBABR.  

Scores can be inconsistent as the Associate amends their 

style to incorporate the System. 

80+ 

Can apply the System 

Uses forward 

observation and 

position. 

Cannot maintain 

consistency 

The Associate shows awareness of the System and starts 

to link all the phases together. 

Demonstrating awareness of the reasons why they are 

doing a particular thing i.e. positioning for vision.  

Increased scores will be awarded where the run is 

particularly smooth. 

90 Test Standard Test standard for the complete run. 

90+  
Extra points awarded for particularly smooth and 

systematic riding. 

b) OR Core competencies. Scores  

Scores are given for the core competencies within the OR (see the Observed run 

record).                  These score range from 1 – 5  

1. Awareness of bad habits 

2. Awareness of System conflicting with bad habits 

3. Practicing System in several situations 

4. Applies System well, needs polish 

5. Consistent smooth application, Test Standard 

It is not intended that adding up these scores gives you a total at the end that 

matched the OR Final score.  It is only intended as a guide to show which of the 

competencies need the most improvement. 
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G. The System of Motorcycle Control 

1. The System 

The System promotes careful observation, early anticipation and planning, and a 

systematic use of the controls to achieve maximum stability. It is central to 

motorcycle control, providing a systematic way of dealing with an unpredictable 

environment.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: the System 

2. The Four Ss 

The ‘Four Ss’ help to prioritise planning, decision making and action; safety 

being the highest priority. 

 

The 5th S is for SPARKLE which will happen when you get the 4 S’s correct 

The Four Ss 

• S afety 

• S ystematic 

• S moothness 

• S peed 
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3. Vision Line 

Figure 2: Bends 
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H. The Importance of Practice 

The OR is the corner stone of our training, and it is essential that you practice 

what you have learned in each OR. Without practice, your skills and scores, will 

not improve. 

1. Between your ORs 

We expect you to show that you have practiced your skills between ORs. We 

expect that: 

 You should do 100+ miles of practice between ORs (not 

commuting ) 

 You should  practice the particular skills that your Observer 

suggested in the previous OR 

 When you have completed a practice ride you should reflect upon 

what you have been practicing and make notes on the OR Records 

included within this handbook 

2. Other ways to practice 

There are other ways to help you to practice and have fun: 

a) Machine Control Day (MCD) 

These are particular sessions for practicing low speed machine control skills in a 

safe place. Make sure you attend at least one session during your training and 

before you apply for your Advanced Motorcycle Test. 

b) Associate Only Rides (AOR) 

These are regular monthly dates for Associates to get together and practice.  

c) Ad hoc ORs 

Some Observers are willing to go for additional ORs between Group meetings. 

See Progress for contact details. 

d) Biking Buddies 

Meet other Associates, perhaps living nearby, who also want to get together to 

practice.  

e) LAM Social Runs 

Choose the appropriate level of ride. See the section on Riding in Groups for 

more guidance. 
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I. OR Records: Your Training and Practice 

The following pages are the record of your training towards your IAM Advanced 

Test. These pages will be referred to by each Observer who will want to see 

where you are in the training process, your scores, your practice record and the 

areas that previous Observers suggested that you should practice. 

1. The OR Record 

Each OR record is a two page document and covers one OR and practice. It is 

structured around the System of Motorcycle Control, gives brief guidance for the 

Observer to use during the debrief and feedback, including references to specific 

chapters and pages in "How to be a better rider" 

The left hand page records: 

 The basic details of the OR, the date and the route 

 Your “score” against specific competencies  

 The Observer’s comments and notes about the ride 

 A total score for the whole OR, indicating your overall progress 

towards Test standard 

 The types of roads covered and whether a Demonstration Ride was 

given 

 Signature by the Observer 

The right hand page records: 

 Any guidance, comment and suggestions given by the Observer 

 Your comments on your OR and on your practice rides  

 Your mileage in up to two practice rides after each OR 

 Questions that you need to ask the Observers 

2. The Training Review 

We expect that after six ORs, followed by practice, you should be making 

significant progress towards your Test and should be achieving scores in the mid 

80s. After six ORs your Observer will review your progress and decide with you 

what actions are needed to enable you to apply for your Test. 

3. Tracker 

In additional to the written record, the OR will also be recorded electronically on 

the Tracker System which can be found at www.ridethesystem.com. You will be 

allocated a user name and password when you join LAM  

 

http://www.ridethesystem.com/
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OR Assesment Ride Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Motorcycle Checks Brake Light Front 

Rear 

Indicators Front 

Rear 

Tyres Front 

Rear 

Geberal Condition 

Rider Checks Gloves 

Helmet 

Jacket 

Trousers 

Boots 

Eye test 

Document Checks Driving Licence 

Insurance 

MOT 

Skills for Life 

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 1 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 2 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 3 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 4 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 5 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 6 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 7 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 8 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 9 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR 10 Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Mileage Finish: Mileage Finish:

Mileage Start: Mileage Start:

Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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OR Check test Route

Date Mileage recording

Type Competence Guidance HTBABR Level 1-5 Debrief

Safety Legality Documentation

Clothing 17

Safety Health and eyes ight

POWDERS

System Knowledge of 26

Information Observation Scanning

Take Use Give Mirrors / Rear Obs

Signals 64

Planning Anticipate 26

Priori ti se

Decide

Anticipation 26

Concentration

Hazard Management Junctions 24

Roundabouts 63

Urban 86

Position Positioning Safety

Default/Advantage 42

See, be seen

Cornering Left hand

Right hand

Multiples

Steering

Speed Progress

Restraint

Braking 50

Slow manoeuvring 85

Gears Gear Changing Execution

Use of gear box Gear for speed

Acceleration Overtaking Stationary vehicles 74

Action and Single / multiple vehicles

Application Fi l tering 81

Acceleration / Sense 48

Smoothness

Better riding Knowledge Overal l  

Courtesy to others

Eco riding control  of engine

Vehicle Sympathy avoid damage

Commentary i f appl icable

OR Score

68-73

56
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Practice Mileage: Practice Mileage:

The scoring system on the test works differently to the scoring on ORs 

Competency Level : 1 - Excellent 2 - Good 3 - Satisfactory 4- Unsatisfactory 5- Poor

For a test Pass you must get all 3's

For a First pass you may only get 2 x 2's and the rest 1's

Practice: Guidance and Comments
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J. Machine Control Day Training Record 

Date: 

 

Objectives: 

 

 

Daily check: POWDERS 

 
 

Manual 

handling 

Pushing 

 

Balancing 

 

Picking up 

 

Slow 

riding 

Technique 

 

Straight line 

 

Figures of ‘8’ 

 

Tight Circles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stopping: 

 

Counter steering: 

 

Slalom: 

 

Braking: 

 

Precision riding: 

 

Self Assessment,  Comments and Practice points: 
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Notes 
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K. Other LAM Training Activities 

Use these pages to record your experience of other LAM training events: 

1. Training Weekends 

Wales: 

 

Norfolk: 

 

………..: 

 

 

2. Associate Only Rides (AORs) 

Date: 

Comment: 

Date: 

Comment: 

Date: 

Comment: 

Date: 

Comment: 

Date: 

Comment: 

Date: 

Comment: 

 

3. Biking Buddies 

Date: Date: 

Date: Date: 

Date: Date: 

 

4. Extras – e.g. outside speakers 

Date: 

Title: 

Date: 

Title: 

Date: 

Title: 

Date: 

Title: 
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5. Workshop day 

Date: 

 

6. First Aid Course 

Date: 

 

7. "Skills Days" on Track 

 

 

 

 

8. Off-Road days 

 

 

 

 

9. Social Rides 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Other activities 
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Preparing for your Test 

11. The Check Test 

As you approach ‘Test Standard’ and your scores are consistently in the high 80s 

to 90 you should have a Check Test. This is a simulation of the real test, designed 

to give you some practice of riding under Test conditions and to assess your 

skills before we recommend that you apply for the IAM Test. Your Observer 

should consult with you to plan and may arrange a Check Test with them or 

another observer.  The Observer will complete the Check Test record, including 

your score and their recommendation about applying for the Test. This will be 

scored in the same way as the test itself with a score of 1 being Excellent and 5 

poor in each of the 27 sections. (see notes opposite the check test record card. 

12. Apply for the IAM Advanced Motorcycle Test 

Once you have had a successful Check Test and your Observer has suggested 

that you should apply for your IAM Test, you should contact IAM HQ to book 

the Test. The Examiner will contact you to arrange a date, time and place and 

give you any additional information for the Test. Inform the Training 

Coordinator and your Observer of your Test date and details. 

13. Several days before the Test 

To help remove as many surprises, variables or nerves as possible: 

 Work out your route to the Test start point 

 Visit the Test location 

 Explore all routes around the start point for about a mile so that the 

first few moments of the Test will be on familiar roads  

 Practice your riding skills regularly in the period before the Test, 

particularly the slow riding - and with a full tank of fuel 

 Find your documents: 

 Full driving license and Insurance 

 MOT if required 

 Make sure your bike is ‘roadworthy’ and able to sustain the 

national speed limit 

 Road legal ‘cans’, visor and registration plate advised 

 Clean your bike and check your helmet, visor and gloves 
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14. On the Test Day 

You will be nervous on the day of your Test. This is normal but it needs to be at 

a level that will not unduly interfere with your riding. Making sure that you are 

fully prepared will help to reduce unnecessary nervousness. 

 Remember the LAM Group Number:  2179 

 Eat before you ride to keep up energy levels and drink water to 

keep up your fluid levels 

 Get a ‘warm up' ride in before the Test. One hour will ensure both 

you and the bike are warmed up – do not overdo it! 

 Arrive at the Test site early 

 ‘Full tank, empty bladder’ 

 Listen to the Examiner’s briefing and make sure you understand, if 

you are unsure ask the Examiner to explain 

 Taking a wrong turn does not mean that you will fail 

 Unexpected things happen. If you make a mistake, do not beat 

yourself up about it, forget about it and keep your concentration on 

the ride 

 SAT NAVs will not usually be allowed on Test and should be 

switched off 

 Turn off your phone – you don’t want to be distracted during the 

Test 

Expect: 

 90 minute ride 

 Eye sight check 

 Document check - Driving license, insurance, MOT and tax disc 

 Possible third party to be present, perhaps an Observer witnessing a 

test 

 To ride even if it rains 

 

 

 

Bring this training record with you to record the Examiner’s debrief 

comments and feedback 
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L. Advanced Test Record 

Date: Time: 

Place: Examiner: 

 

Examiner’s Instructions: 

 

 

 

Pass or fail: 

Examiner’s debrief: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action plan: 
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M. Further Development 

Once you have passed the IAM Advanced Motorcycling Test consider some of 

these opportunities to continue to develop your riding skills and keeping in touch 

with the group: 

 Consider ‘putting something back’ into the group 

 Write an article for Progress 

 Attend a Second Sunday ride (SSI) 

 Take the LAM Group Riding Course 

 Join in with the social rides 

 Plan and lead a social ride  

 Run the Tea Shop at a Group meeting 

 Support an initiative through the committee 

 Book a ‘one to one’ lesson with a Observer  

 Read Motorcycle Roadcraft - The Police Riders Handbook 

 Consider taking the IAM Masters Award 

 Consider aiming for a FIRST test pass 

 Go on an IAM SkillsTrack day 

 Do an Off-Road riding course 

 Take your bike abroad 

 Join the bi-annual Nurburgring trip or other tours 

 

 Consider training to be an Local or National Observer 
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N. A Guide to Riding in Groups 

There are some simple rules and etiquette for riding with other riders in a group. 

Group riding skills do not form a part of the IAM test but will be important when 

you ride with others, particularly as some riders may be less skilled or 

experienced. This guidance is to help all of us to understand the individual and 

shared, collective responsibility of going on a group social run. Basic group 

riding etiquette and rules apply to any group rides whether organised by LAM or 

a group of riders independently. 

Social runs, whether organised by LAM or by members independently, enable 

members or Associates to get together for a ride and to practice their skills. 

Social runs are a learning opportunity and the success and safety of any run relies 

on everyone playing their part.  

1. Social Runs 

Group members often organise social runs of varying in length and technicality. 

They range from: 

 ‘Friends Together’ a select group of friends out for a ride 

 Social runs which are open to all 

 AOR (Associate Only Rides) which are for Associates only to 

practice amongst themselves 

 Intermediate runs for Associates with scores of 75+  

 Progressive runs for Associates with scores of 85+ 

 Second Sunday runs for Full members 

 Chair runs for Observers 

Generally speaking, rides and events will be advertised in Progress, announced at 

Group Meetings and reminders posted on the LAM Forum site. 

2. The Run Leaders 

The Run Leader’s role is to research, plan and to lead the run. In doing so the 

leader should consider the skills and pace of the group, set out the rules and to 

brief the group accordingly. A route plan should be prepared and circulated 

around the group. The Leader should be aware of the length of time people can 

ride without a rest or fuel stop. Aim for a ‘stop’ every 90 minutes (maximum) or 

sooner. 
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3. Tail-End Charlie 

This is the second most important role in the group ride. The Tail-Ender should 

be an experienced rider. Their role is to keep the group safe and together, to 

know the route and to handle ‘eventualities’. Tail-Enders should also know the 

group’s rules and phone numbers for member and for the Leader. 

4. The Number 2 

When riding in groups the person riding at Number 2, behind the leader, also has 

an important role.  

In the Follow on system the Leader will particularly need to be aware of any 

‘slower’ or less experienced riders. The leader may then decide to position a 

slower rider at Number 2. In this system the Number 2 rider should ride their 

normal ride and the Leader will set the group’s pace according to the pace of the 

rider at position Number 2. (it’s a fact of group riding that it is steadier at the 

front and faster at the back) 

In the Drop Off system the Number 2 rider will ‘drop off’ when indicated by the 

Leader and will then have to indicate the next direction change to the remainder 

of the group. As this is often near a junction, care in positioning and stopping 

will take planning and thought. Riders will stop at the side of the road, at a safe 

place, out of danger from following traffic, yet visible to following riders. The 

Number 2 will give a clear hand signal to following riders to indicate the 

direction that the Leader/route has taken. As the end of the group approaches, the 

Number 2 will ensure that they promptly and safely re-join the group in front of 

the Tail-end rider. 

5. The Golden rule: Look after the rider behind you 

All group ride members are responsible for keeping contact with the rider behind.  

To keep the group together and to make sure that the rider behind you reaches the 

destination each rider must look out for and remain in contact with the rider 

behind. Gaps could develop in long and fast sections but if you are riding in a 

group and you lose contact with the rider behind then you must slow down or 

stop until the following rider reappears. As the leading riders lose contact with 

their followers, the group will eventually have to stop. The Leader will then 

retrace the route to find the Tail-End rider or the cause of the ‘stop’.  

The rider that ‘gets this wrong’ buys the drinks, or hotel bills for the lost riders! 
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6. Positioning 

Positioning in a group is different from solo riding and the rules vary with 

changing road conditions. 

a) Staggering 

In certain circumstances such as straight roads, or perhaps in town, group riders 

should ‘stagger’ their positions, so they are not in ‘line astern’ of the rider in 

front. 

Staggered positioning requires one rider to ride in the ‘right hand tyre track’, and 

the next rider to ride in the ‘left hand tyre track’. This does mean that riders may 

not be riding to their normal ‘vision’ positioning but it will enable clear road 

space directly in front whilst reducing the length of the group. At junctions and in 

traffic the group can ‘concertina’ to side-by-side positions. Do not obscure the 

vision of other riders at junctions. 

This format is also highly effective when riding as a group on fast roads where 

forward vision is clear such as on dual carriageways and motorways. A group of 

experienced riders, riding in tight, staggered format is very impressive to watch, 

particularly on fast routes when overtaking other vehicles. Touring groups can be 

seen using this format, when the roles of the Lead and Tail-end riders are 

particularly important in keeping the group safe and together. 

b) Line astern 

The time for ‘line astern’ riding is when the group ‘opens up’, on the faster, 

twistier roads, where individual riders will need to position for their own forward 

vision. Give the rider in front space – either ride ‘off-set’ or staggered and 

compromise your own vision line positioning – or ideally, give the rider in front 

several seconds of road space and adopt a normal solo riding position to 

maximise your vision. 

If riding in a line astern format, other road users can either ‘undertake’ group 

members, become mixed up with the group and generally break the group apart. 

Whilst we do not want to annoy other road users, positioning should be balanced 

between other road users’ convenience and dominating the road space for group 

safety reasons.  

In a ‘close group’ riders should not follow each other in a ‘line astern’. Line 

astern is dangerous in a close group – the rider in front is restricting your vision, 

the group takes up a long distance of road space, and any emergency – such as 

sudden braking - is not visible.  
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7. Overtaking 

As a general rule there is usually no overtaking of other riders within the group. 

The leader should, however define the rules at the briefing. 

Particularly on Social runs where there are mixed abilities within the group, a 

slow rider can find themselves under pressure from a following rider or a 

following rider could find that their own ride is affected by the rider in front. In 

these circumstances the rider in front could ‘pull over’ to allow space and should 

wave the following rider through. 

 Don’t let your riding ‘force’ another rider to have to ‘wave you 

through’ 

 Don’t hold up a faster rider  

 If there is a rider or vehicle behind you then they are probably 

travelling faster than you are! 

8. Signalling 

a) Group Hand Signals 

There is often a need for more signals than just indicating Left, Right, or using 

brake lights. 

Some hand signals may need to be arranged before the ride starts. The ‘Dropped 

Off’ Number 2 rider will need to indicate the obvious ones of ‘turn left and ‘turn 

right’,   but Leaders will also need to agree: 

 Straight ahead: hand/arm held up vertically (or no hand signal)  

 Slowing down: hand moving slowly up and down, also useful 

when approaching an unusual or unexpected  hazard such as horses 

 Turn round: hand rotating in the air – when things do go wrong! 

 Drop off position: pointing to a position at the road side 

 Follow me: tapping the head! 

And all riders may need to know: 

 Overtake me/ come past: Right hand waved forward 

 I need a stop/ fuel: Point at fuel tank!  
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b) Braking: the rules 

Group riding is a good opportunity to practice your skills including braking - 

practicing smoothness and planning. 

The brake light is a signal and should be used to benefit other road users.  

It could be argued that all riders are riding for themselves. All riders should be 

positioning for their own forward vision and should therefore see and plan for 

slowing down and braking. Smooth riding often means that hazards are 

approached without using the brake, and so a signal is perhaps not given to other 

road users. Good riders would give the signal to other road users if required, even 

if the brake was not actually used for slowing down. 

Do not rely upon other riders to give you clues to the hazards ahead and the need 

to brake. The rider in front may be practicing smooth riding, may have a faulty 

brake light, and may have a different plan – or none at all. Do not be surprised 

then if you do not get a ‘brake’ signal from the bike in front. 

You are responsible for your own safety, make your own plan. 

9. Junctions 

Groups can often get broken up at junctions. If the ‘drop–off’ marker is not 

visible or contact is lost between ‘follow–on’ riders then the group could become 

split and someone will miss the turn direction.  

Make sure you look after the riders behind you. 

At junctions the time taken to get a large group of single riders across a busy 

road one at a time can be extensive because riders approach the junction in single 

file or line astern. 

To reduce the time taken to negotiate a junction, riders should consider 

approaching the stop or give-way line in twos or threes. Consider the options to 

form a flat line of several bikes along the ‘give way line’ at the junction. All 

riders can then see the junction and make their plan, but take care about other 

riders and the order in which you start off again. It is possible that several bikes 

can cross/join the road together, safely. 
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10. Individual Preparation 

Group riding is a shared responsibility and each rider, whilst responsible for their 

own safety can contribute to the success of the whole ride. 

Remember: 

 Each rider is fully responsible for their own safety, for the control 

of their machine and for their compliance with the law and rules of 

the road  

 Stay safe 

 Look out for other riders behind you in your group 

 Make sure you and your bike are fully ready for the ride 

 Full tank, empty bladder 

 Eat before a ride: to keep up your energy levels and concentration 

 Bring a map: in case you get lost or you need to find your way 

home, even if you have a Sat Nav 

 Consider Sat Nav as a useful aid, but common sense still applies 

when using a Sat Nav! 

 Bring a phone – and have useful numbers on it – group leader, 

breakdown service etc 

 Water:  do not get dehydrated 

 Cash and cards – obviously 

 Waterproofs – usually 

 Oil, spares and maybe a foot pump, and tyre repair kit 

 Breakdown cover  

 ‘Hi Vis’ clothing may help 

 Let the leader know if your bike has a short fuel range 

 Turn up at the right place at the right time 

 Make sure you attend and understand the Run Leader’s briefing 

 Agree how long you should ride before a ‘rest stop’ – as a guide 

aim to ride for no more than 90 minutes without a stop, and less if 

the group has less–experienced members 
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O. Contact Details 

Web site  LAM http://www.l-a-m.org/ 

Web site IAM http://www.iam.org.uk/ 

LAM Forum http://www.l-a-m.org/forum/ 

Tracker www.ridethesystem.com 

Twitter @lam_uk 

Facebook London Advanced Motorcyclists 

Contact Name Phone Web/Email 
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P. Glossary 

Term Definition 

IAM The Institute of Advance Motorists 

LAM 
London Advanced Motorcyclists, the local IAM affiliated 

group offering advanced motorcycle training 

Skills for Life The IAM’s programme for advanced motorcycle training. 

IMI Awards 
Institute of Motoring Industries Awards body, responsible 

for assessing Local and National Observers for the IAM 

The Test The IAM’s Advanced Motorcycle Test 

Local Observer 

A skilled volunteer, trained by LAM to offer feedback and 

advice on advanced riding skills and assessed by the IMI 

Awards body 

Associate 
A member of LAM who has yet to pass their Advanced 

Motorcycle Test 

Member 
A full member of LAM, who has passed the Advanced 

Motorcycle Test 

OR 

An Observed Run or Ride, where the rider is accompanied 

by an Observer who will offer advice and feedback on the 

rider’s performance 

The System 
The System of Motorcycle Control as explained in "How to 

be a Better Rider" 

The 4Ss 

The Four Ss are a method of defining the importance and 

priority of factors within a riders performance, Safety being 

the highest priority 

Demonstration 

Ride 

The Observer gives a riding demonstration to illustrate 

specific skills, riding according the 4Ss, a ride at Test 

Standard  

Machine Control 

Day or MCD 

One of the training events organised by LAM, in this case 

to practice low speed control skills 
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Roadcraft 
The Police motorcycle riders handbook and a  reference 

book for LAM’s training 

How to be a better 

rider 

HTBABR – The IAM’s motorcycle training manual for the 

IAM test and the main reference book for Associates.  

Tracker The LAM electronic OR record system 

  

 


